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Worst-Case Analysis of the X-38 Crew
Return Vehicle Flight Control System
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A linear fractional transformation (LFT) model of the linearized equation of the lateral-directional axes of
the X-38 crew return vehicle is developed to facilitate the analysis of � ight control systems. The LFT model
represents uncertainty in nine aerodynamic stability derivatives at a given � ight condition with frequency-domain
performance speci� cations. The X-38 LFT model combined with a controller at speci� c � ight conditions is used
to determine the aerodynamic coef� cients that result in the worst-case performance and gain/phase margin of
the closed-loop system. The objective is to verify that a given controller remains stable and achieves desired
performance objectives for all prede� ned aerodynamic variations at select operating conditions along its � ight
trajectory.

Nomenclature
b = wing span, ft2

Cli = roll moment nondimensional stability derivatives
Cli c:g: = roll moment nondimensional stability derivatives

at the center of gravity
Cni = yaw moment nondimensional stability derivatives
Cni c:g: = yaw moment nondimensional stability derivatives

at the center of gravity (i D ¯; p; r , da, dr)
da = aileron de� ection, rad
dr = rudder de� ection, rad
Ix x , Ixz , = inertial moments, slug ft2

Iyy , Izz

li = roll moment stability derivatives
l , n = roll, yaw moment, lb ft
ni = yaw moment stability derivatives
p = roll rate, rad s¡1

Q = dynamic pressure, psi
q = pitch rate, rad s¡1

r = yaw rate, rad s¡1

S = reference area, ft2

V = velocity, ft s¡1

Yi = side force stability derivatives
® = angle of attack, rad
¯ = sideslip angle, rad
Á = roll angle, rad

I. Introduction

T HE X-38 vehicle is a prototype of the emergency crew re-
turn vehicle (CRV) for the International Space Station. The

CRV will glide from orbit unpowered and use a steerable parafoil
parachute for its � nal descent to landing.§ The X-38 has a full lift-
ing body � ight control system (FCS) that allows the vehicle to � y
autonomously prior to parafoil deployment. The X-38 FCS differs
slightly from a conventional aircraft control system, as it uses dif-
ferential body � aps and a rudder for lateral-directionalmotion con-
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trol and symmetric body � aps for longitudinalmotion control. The
airfoil is based on the U.S. Air Force’s X-24A project, and the elec-
tromechanicalactuators(EMAs) come from a previousjointNASA,
Air Force, andNavy researchand developmentproject.§ Vehicle132
(V132) was constructed to test the X-38 FCS prior to Vehicle 201,
(V201), which will launch this year from the shuttle bay doors.

The X-38aerodynamiccoef� cientswere measured in wind tunnel
tests and are de� ned by a nominal value with a range of variation.
These aerodynamicvariationsor uncertaintieshave to be accounted
for in the dynamic model of the X-38 for � ight control analysis, be-
cause the closed-loopsystem must remain stable in the face of these
uncertainties.The aerodynamic coef� cients occur as parameters in
the dynamic model; hence it is straightforward to model uncertain
aerodynamiccoef� cients as having a nominal value with a range of
variations by means of linear fractional transformations (LFTs).1;2

For moredetailson the modelingof parametricuncertaintyby LFTs,
see Refs. 3–5.

Guaranteeing robustness of the X-38 FCS to the aerodynamic
coef� cient uncertainties is important for the � ight test. The current
approach taken by NASA Johnson Space Center to analyze the ro-
bustness of the X-38 FCS is to select 128 worst-case aerodynamic
coef� cient parameter sets to test. For each worst-case set, closed-
loop gain and phase margins are calculated to determine if the de-
sired speci� cations are met. An alternative approach to robustness
analysis based on probability theory is the stochastic robust analy-
sis proposed by Stengel and Ray.6;7 The probability of instability is
de� ned based on the probability distributionsof closed-loopeigen-
values, given the statistics of the bounded uncertain parameter. The
probability of instability in the con� dence level is calculated by
using the Monte Carlo method. The stochastic robustness analysis
method is dependent on the number of trials and requires intensive
computation.

A deterministic approach to robust analysis is based on the struc-
tured singular value (¹) analysis.8 An example of ¹ analysis for
robust analysis is provided in a paper on the robustness of space
shuttle lateral-directionalaxis FCS that is due to uncertain aerody-
namic coef� cients.9

Structured singular value (¹) analysis techniquesare used to de-
termine the stability robustness and performance robustness with
respect to changes in aerodynamic parameters. Methods to calcu-
late bounds on the structured singular value have been developed,
as solving for the exact value of the structured singular value is a
non-parametric-hardproblem.10¡14 The structured singular value is
bounded by lower and upper values as spectral radius and largest
singular value of an argument plant, which includes errors, noise
variations,disturbances,and uncertainblocks.The power algorithm
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is introduced to calculate lower bounds of ¹ with real parameter
uncertainties.10 The gap between lower and upper boundsof ¹ may
be large for some problems. The branch-and-bound algorithm is
used to reduce the gap for real parameter uncertainties.15;16

The worst-case performance analysis is a deterministic measure
of the worst-case performance H1 norm of a linear system for a
� xed size of uncertainty.Worst-caseperformance is directly related
to skewed ¹13;17 and is the robustness analysis approach taken in
this paper to analyze candidate � ight controllersfor the X-38 V132.

The focus of the paper is on the analysis of the lateral-directional
axis � ight controller for the X-38 V132. Section II presents the
derivationof the LFT model of the X-38 lateral-directionalaxis with
the aerodynamic stability derivative uncertainties. In Sec. III, the
interconnection of X-38 and properties of coupled uncertainties is
presented.The worst-caseanalysisalgorithmis presentedin Sec. IV,
and the worst-case analysis results of the controlled X-38 system
are presented in Sec. V. The worst-case analysis technique is also
used to calculate a measure of the minimum combined gain and
phase margins for each input/output channel in Sec. VI. Section VII
concludes with a summary of the results.

II. X-38 Lateral-Directional Model
A. Linearized Equations

We model the X-38 aircraft as a rigid body to derive equationsof
a lateral-directionalmotion.Assuming that pitch rate is constant,we
can separate rigid-body motion into lateral-directionaland longitu-
dinal axis motion. Equations of motions for the lateral-directional
axes can be written as18

Ix x Pp ¡ Ix z Pr D l C .Iyyr C Ixz p ¡ Izzr/q (1)

¡Ixz Pp C Izz Pr D n C .Ix x p ¡ Ix zr ¡ Iyy p/q (2)

PÁ D p C tan.µ/r (3)

P̄ D Yb¯ C .w0=V C Yp/ p C .Yr ¡ u0=V /r

C Ydada C Ydrdr C [g cos.° /=V ]Á (4)

where g is gravity, w0 is V sin.®/, u0 is V cos.®/, and ° is an
angle between a horizontal line and a � ight velocity vector. The
roll moment, l, and yaw moment, n, can be written as a function of
lateral-directionalnondimensionalderivatives as shown in Eqs. (5)
and (6)18:

l D
QSb

Ixx

³
Cl¯c:g:¯ C

b

2V
Cl p c:g: p C

b

2V
Clr c:g:r

C Cl da c:g:da C Cldr c:g:dr

´
(5)

n D
QSb

Izz

³
Cn¯c:g:¯ C

b

2V
Cn pc:g: P C

b

2V
Cnr c:g:r

C Cnda c:g:da C Cndr c:g:dr

´
(6)

The subscript cg represents the X-38 center of the gravitational
point. The nondimensional stability derivatives obtained from a
wind tunnel test are measured at the aerodynamic center.19 The
derivatives at the center of the gravitational point can be derived
from the derivatives at the aerodynamic center of X-38, which is
not same as the center of the gravitational point. These relation-
ships are given as

Cli c:g: D Cli ¡ .Z f =b/Cyi (7)

Cn i c:g: D Cn i C .X f =b/C yi ; i D ¯; p; r; da; dr (8)

where Z f (ft) and X f (ft) are positions of the center of the gravi-
tational point of X-38 from the aerodynamic point. From Eqs. (1)

and (2), the change on the roll rates and yaw rates can be written as
follows:

Pp D DI fl C .q=Ix x /.Iyyr C Ix z p ¡ Izzr /

C .Ix z=Ix x /[n C .q=Izz/.Ix x p ¡ Ix zr ¡ Iyy p/]g

Pr D DI f.Ix z=Izz/[l C .q=Ix x /.Iyyr C Ixz p ¡ Izzr/]

C n C .q=Izz/.Ix x p ¡ Ix zr ¡ Iyy p/g (9)

where

DI D
³

1 ¡
Ix z Ix z

Ix x Izz

´¡1

The state variablesare ¯ , p, r , and Á and the inputs are the differ-
entialde� ectionsof thebody � aps,da, and the de� ectionof a rudder,
dr . The output variables are ¯ , p, r , Á and lateral acceleration, Ny ,
de� ned as

Ny D Ny c:g: C xa Pr ¡ za Pp (10)

where N y c:g: is a lateral accelerationat the center of the gravitation,
and xa (ft) and za (ft) are the positionsof the accelerationsensor.The
equationsof the linearized lateral-directionalmotion are written out
in full detail in the Appendix.

B. X-38 LFT Model
The X-38 aerodynamic data have uncertainty in the following

nondimensional stability derivatives: Cl¯ , Clda, Cldr, Cy¯ , Cyda,
Cydr, Cn¯ , Cnda, and Cndr. Uncertainty in stabilityderivativescan
be described by a nominal nondimensionalaerodynamicderivative
with a bounded range of possible values. For example, Cl¯ is mea-
sured as a ¡0.497 nominal value with §0:100 variation calculated
based on � ve ¾ statistics.19 In this case, Cl¯ can be described as
follows:

Cl¯ D Cl¯nom C ±Cl¯ dCl¯ (11)

where ±Cl¯ is an uncertainty real parameter whose range is §1 and
dCl¯ represents the magnitude of the uncertain range (0.100). It is
straightforward to represent a parameter with a nominal value and
an uncertain range as a LFT model with structured uncertainty.20

The stability derivative, Cl¯ , can be represented as a lower LFT
model with an uncertainty real parameter, ±Cl¯ :

Cl¯ D Fl

¡
MCl¯ ; ±Cl¯

¢
(12)

where

MClda D
µ

Cl¯nom dCl¯

1 0

¶
(13)

and Fl.M; 1/ is de� ned as

Fl .M; 1/ D
£
M11 C M121.I ¡ M221/¡1 M21

¤
(14)

We can describe the nine robust stability derivativesas LFT models
with nine uncertain real parameters related with state-space equa-
tions. The representationof parametric uncertainty in a state-space
equation was presented by Morton and McAfoos.8 A more detailed
description of uncertainty modeling can be found in Ref. 20.

The lateral-directionalstate-space equations for P̄, Pp, and Pr with
respect to the nine nondimensionalstability derivatives are

2

4
P̄
Pp
Pr

3

5 D [M¯ V¯ Mp Mr ]

2

4
¯

p

r

3

5 C [MdaVda MdrVdr]

µ
da

dr

¶

(15)
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the lateral-directional state-space equations for the X-38.

where

M¯ D

2

4
0 QS=massV 0

a1 .a1=b/[.Ix z=Izz/X f ¡ Z f ] a1.Ix z=Izz/

a2 .a2=b/.X f ¡ Ix z=Ix x / a2.Ix z=Ix x /

3

5

Mp D

2

4
A P̄ p

A Pp p

A Pr p

3

5 (16)

Mr D

2

4
A P̄r

A Ppr

A Prr

3

5

Mda D

2

4
0 QS=massV 0

a1 .a1=b/[.Ixz=Izz/X f ¡ Z f ] a1.Ixz=Izz/

a2 .a2=b/[.X f ¡ .Ixz=Ix x /Z f ] a2.Ix z=Ix x /

3

5 (17)

Mdr D

2

4
0 QS=massV 0

a1 .a1=b/[.Ix z=Izz/X f ¡ Z f ] a1.Ixz=Izz/

a2 .a2=b/[X f ¡ .Ixz=Ix x /Z f ] a2.Ix z=Ix x /

3

5 (18)

Elements of the above matrices a1 , a2 , A P̄ p , A Pp , A Pr p , A P̄r , A Ppr ,
and A Prr are de� ned in the Appendix. Vectors V¯ , Vda, and Vdr are
de� ned as

V¯ D

2

4
Cl¯

C y¯

Cn¯

3

5 ; Vda D

2

4
Clda

Cyda

Cnda

3

5 ; Vdr D

2

4
Cldr

Cydr

Cndr

3

5 (19)

Equation (10) for the lateral acceleration, Ny , can be rewritten in
terms of p, r , P̄, Pp, and Pr :

Ny D V [ P̄ ¡ sin.®/p C cos.®/r] C xa Pr ¡ za Pp (20)

The lateral-directional state-space Eqs. (3), (15), and (20) can be
described as a block diagram in Fig. 1. Matrices M p and Mr in the
block diagram in Fig. 1 are

Fig. 2 LFT model of
X-38 lateral-directional
axes.

M T
p D [A P̄ p A Pp p A Pr p 1 ¡sin.®/] (21)

M T
r D [A P̄r A Ppr A Prr tan.µ/ cos.®/] (22)

From the block diagram, it is easy to isolate the unknown variables,
the nine uncertainty parameters ±Ci j , from the known data to con-
struct an LFT model of the X-38 airframe.

Adding ¯, p, r , and Á outputs in the block diagram in Fig. 1, we
can construct an X-38 LFT model with structuredparameter uncer-
tainties.The block diagramin Fig. 2 representsa generic framework
for analyzing the system robustness. The 1 block has nine uncer-
tainty real parameters as

19 £ 9

D diag
£
±Cl¯ ; ±Clda ; ±Cldr ; ±C y¯

; ±C yda ; ±C ydr ; ±Cn¯
; ±Cnda ; ±Cndr

¤

(23)

whose values range from ¡1 to 1. The set of uncertaintiescover the
� ve ¾ statistical variations of aerodynamic nondimensional stabil-
ity derivatives.19 Each uncertain real parameter is independent of
another, except the two parameters ±Cldr and ±Cndr . We discuss how
to handle two coupled uncertainty parameters in Sec. III.

III. X-38 Analysis Interconnection Structure
The objective of this paper is to analyze the robustness of the

closed-loop lateral-directional axis to the uncertain aerodynamic
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Fig. 3 Analysis interconnection of the X-38 lateral-directional axes.

coef� cients.The closed-loopsystemfor the X-38 lateral-directional
axis can be constructed as shown in Fig. 3.

The performanceobjective for the lateral-directionalaxes is good
low-frequencytrackingof Á commandswith the lateral acceleration
kept small. These performance objectives are characterized in the
analysis problem as H1 norm minimization of weighted transfer
functions. The Á tracking objective is formulated as the weighted
transfer function from the Ácmd to Áerr, with the objective to keep
the weighted H1 norm below 1. The weight Wp is a � rst-order
� lter of the form 4[.s=10 C 1/=.s C 1/]. This weight implies at low
frequency,below 1 rad/s, the closed loop should have less than 25%
tracking error, which can degrade up to an error of 250% at high
frequency. The lateral acceleration limit is included in the analysis
problem formulation as a minimization of the Ny response that is
due to Á command inputs. A constant weight, WNy , of 1

20 is used on
the Ny acceleration measurement. Therefore, for Á commands up
to 1 rad, the lateral acceleration, Ny , should be smaller than 1

20
g.

Models of the X-38 sensors and actuators are also included in the
analysis problem formulation.

The X-38 has angle rate gyros modeled as a � rst-order system,
66=.s C 66/, for roll rate (p), yaw rate (r ), sideslip angle (¯ ), and
roll angle (Á). The Ny accelerometer is modeled as a � rst-order
� lter. The sensor model matrix, Sen, in Fig. 3 is

Sen D
µ
[66=.s C 66/]I4 £ 4 0

0 40=.s C 40/

¶
(24)

The X-38 EMAs are modeled as second-order systems, 262=.s2 C
36:8s C 262/, which have a 0.707 damping ratio and less than 10%
overshooting.Each EMA has a pre� lter modeled as a second-order
system 2500=.s2 C 70:7s C 2500/. The actuator pre� lter smoothes
the prior discrete zero-order-holdoutput of a � ight computer com-
mand output from a digital-to-analog converter to send it to the
EMAs.19 There is also a transport delay modeled as a � rst Pade
delay .50 ¡ s/=.50 C s/. The Act block in Fig. 3 includes the two
actuator models, pre� lters, and transport delays:

Act D
502

s2 C 70:7s C 502

262

s2 C 36:8s C 262

50 ¡ s

50 C s
I2 £ 2 (25)

Consider the 19£9 block, which includes the coupled real uncer-
tainty parameters, ±Cldr and ±Cndr . The correlation between uncer-
tainty parameters of ±Cldr and ±Cndr is shown in Fig. 4. The shaded
region within the unit square in Fig. 4 (left) is the valid region.
For simplicity of � nding a mapping function, we assume that the
valid region described in Fig. 4 representsuncertaintiesof ±Cldr and
±Cndr . We de� ne new uncertaintyparameters such as ±Cl0dr

and ±Cn0
dr

shown in Fig. 4 to be independentof each other. The mapping func-
tion from the independent parameters ±Cl 0

dr
and ±Cn0

dr
to ±Cldr and

±Cndr is

±Cldr D cos.45±/±Cl 0
dr

C sin.45±/±Cn 0
dr

±Cndr D ¡sin.45±/±Cl0dr
C cos.45±/±Cn 0

dr
(26)

Fig. 4 Correlation of uncertainties of Cldr and Cndr . (The dark area
represents valid correlations.)

Fig. 5 The correlation of uncertainties of Cldr and Cndr. (The dark
area represents valid correlations.)

The parameter, ±Cl0dr
, varies from ¡1=2

p
2 to C 1=2

p
2 and the

parameter, ±Cn 0
dr

, varies from ¡
p

2 to C
p

2. This approximation al-
lows ±Cldr to be 1.25 when ±Cndr is 0.75 in the extra region in Fig. 4
Using Eqs. (26), two copies of ±Cl 0

dr
and ±Cn 0

dr
can represent ±Cldr

and ±Cndr . The 1 block using new uncertaintyparameters, ±Cl 0
dr

and
±Cn0

dr
, can be written as follows:

111£11 D diag
£
±Cl¯ ; ±Clda ; ±C y¯

; ±Cyda ; ±Cydr ; ±Cn¯
; ±Cnda ;

±Cl 0
dr

I2 £ 2; ±Cn0
dr

I2 £ 2

¤
(27)

The worst-case perturbation set based on the worst-case perfor-
mance is found in the new 1 block. When values of ±Cl0dr

and ±Cn 0
dr

,
are found, the original values of ±Cldr and ±Cndr can be calculated
fromEq. (26). Hereafter,method I correspondsto calculatingthe un-
certain real parameters, ±Cldr and ±Cndr , using the mapping function
of Eq. (26).

A secondapproach,method II, uses a higher-ordermapping func-
tion from independentparameters,±Cl 00

dr
and ±Cn 00

dr
, to ±Cldr and ±Cndr

to de� ne more precisely the uncertainty in Fig. 4. The mapping
function is written as

±Cldr D 0:25±Cl 00
dr

¡ 0:28±2
Cl00dr

±Cn00
dr

C ±Cn 00
dr

±Cndr D 0:25±Cl 00
dr

C 0:28±2
Cl 00

dr
±Cn 00

dr
¡ ±Cn00

dr
(28)

where parameters ±Cn 00
dr

and ±Cl 00
dr

vary from ¡1 to 1. Six copies of
±Cl 00

dr
and four copies of ±Cn 00

dr
in Eq. (28) are used to represent the

coupled parameters, ±Cldr and ±Cndr (Fig. 5).
The 1 block can be written as follows:

117£17 D diag[±Cl¯ ; ±Clda ; ±C y¯
; ±Cyda ; ±Cydr ; ±Cn¯

; ±Cnda ;

±Cl 0
dr

I6 £ 6; ±Cn0
dr

I4 £ 4] (29)

When values of ±Cn00
dr

and ±Cl00dr
are found, the original value of ±Cldr

and ±Cndr can be calculated from Eq. (28).
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IV. Worst-Case Analysis Algorithms
The worst-case performance calculation is a branch-and-bound

computation, using lower and upper bounds for the problem

max
1 2 1; N¾ .1/ · 1

N¾ [FU .M; 1/]

where M is a given complex matrix, and 1 is a diagonal augmenta-
tion of scalar real parameters (possibly repeated many times), and
complex matrices. A more detailed description of the worst-case
analysis algorithmcan be found in Ref. 21. This method is different
than the method described in Ref. 15, but it is motivated by many
of the results there. We have not compared the method to those
described in Ref. 17, but some comments follow.

In the case where 1 :D f± I : ± 2 Rg, that is, a single real, repeated
parameter, the problem

max
a · ± · b

N¾[FU .M; ± I /]

has a clean numerical solution, using the ideas of state-space H1
norm calculation22;23 The lower bound is based on this, and a mod-
i� ed power algorithmfor the complex blocks.11 The algorithm is as
follows:

1) Initialize 1 at an allowable value.
2) Pick a random cycling order for the real perturbations.
3) Cycle through the real perturbations,holding all other pertur-

bations � xed, and solve for maximizing the single real parameter,
using Hamiltonian methods. Update that current parameter value
with the new maximizer.

4) Holding the real parameters � xed, apply the power method to
compute an approximately maximizing complex perturbation ma-
trix (this is not performed element by element, but is done on all
complex block simultaneously).

5) Return to step 2, and repeat.
The WRA algorithm in Ref. 17 is similar, in that the real pertur-

bations are handled completely separately from the complex per-
turbations. Our method for maximization over the reals (simplistic
coordinate at a time) is very different.

The upper bound is a standard scaled-¹ upper bound24 and is
formulated as a linear matrix inequality in scaling matrices D and
G, which depend on the uncertainty structure.

Fig. 6 Analysis results of the X-38 model at the 0.48-Mach, 29,000-ft-altitude � ight condition: RS, robust stability; RP, robust performance.

Finally, the bounds are improved by using a branch-and-bound
computationon the real perturbations(but not the complex blocks).
Because the upper and lower bounds are not guaranteedto converge
for the complex blocks alone (except in special cases), the branch-
and-bounditerationis notguaranteedto convergeto theactualworst-
case gain, but one should expectgaps similar to those seen in purely
complex ¹ upper and lower bound calculations(which are typically
small).

V. Analysis Results
The worst-case performance, robust stability, and robust perfor-

mance of the X-38 closed-loopsystem is basedon the blockdiagram
shown in Fig. 3. There are two performance outputs, the tracking
error Áerr and the weighted lateral-directional, Ny , and one exoge-
nous input, roll angle commandÁcmd . The weightednorm from Ácmd

to the two performance outputs should ne less than 1 for a nominal
model, as the weighting function Wp was derived based on nominal
model response.

Consider the Mach 0.48, 29,000 ft altitude � ight condition. The
worst-caseperformanceperturbationsmaximize the weighted norm
at a single frequencypoint in the given frequency range, from 0.1 to
100 rad/s. With the use of method I described in Sec. III, the worst-
case performancedelta set, 1wcI , calculatedat the � ight condition is

1wcI D diag[1; ¡1; 1:25; 1; ¡1; 1; ¡1; ¡1¡0:75] (30)

where the orderof uncertaintyparameters in 1 is shown in Eq. (23).
With the use of method II described in Sec. III,

1wcI I D diag[1; ¡1; 1; 1; ¡1; 1; ¡1; ¡1; ¡0:77] (31)

When the calculated worst-case performance perturbations
(1wcI ) are folded into the LFT model of the X-38 lateral-directional
axes, the H1 norm from Ácmd to the two performance outputs is
1.29 for the worst-case performance and 0.72 for the nominal case
at the � ight condition(Fig. 6). When 1wc I I is used, the H1 norm is
1.23 for the worst-caseperformance.The defferencebetween using
1wc I and 1wcI I is small enough to ignore it in the H1 norm respect.
The analyais results shown in Fig. 6 are calculated by using 1wcI .
The maximum peak of the weighted norm occurs at the 1.7 rad/s
frequency point for the worst-case performance. This implies that
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the Á and lateral acceleration step responses are oscillatory with a
3.7-s period (Fig. 6).

A linear simulation of Á and N y to a 0.1-rad step input, Ácmd,
for nominal case and for worst-case performance perturbation is
performed. The tracking error of Á is less than 6% at steady state
for both nominal case and worst-caseperturbations.The rising time
for the Á step response is 8 s. The change of lateral acceleration
with a 0.1-rad step roll angle command is 0.0024 g, which slightly
exceeds (§0:002 g), the desired performance objective.

For robust stability of the controlled X-38 system, we calculated
the structured singular value, ¹ of the X-38 system (Fig. 6) at the
� ight condition. It is dif� cult to calculate the lower bound of ¹
because of real parametric uncertainties of the aerodynamic coef� -
cients for the X-38 system.2 It is suf� cient to say that the conntrolled
X-38 system is stable because the ¹ robust stability upper bound is
less than 1 (Fig. 6).

For robust performance of the X-38 system, we de� ned an aug-
mented block structure 1p:

1p D
»µ

1unc 0

0 1 f

¶
: 1unc 2 111 £ 11; 1 f 2 C1 £ 2

¼
(32)

where 111£11 set represents uncertain 1 structure described in
Sec. III and 1 f is a � ctitious 1 f set that is a full complex 1 £ 2
matrix accordingto input and outputsof the system. The robust per-
formance upper bound plot of ¹ is shown in Fig. 6. The maximum
values of the lower and upper bounds of the ¹ value for robust per-
formance in the frequency range 0.1–100 rad/s are 1.12 and 1.18,
respectively.

VI. Worst Gain and Phase Margins
The X-38 V132 FCS has a requirement of a 4-dB gain margin

anda 20-degphasemargin for all aerodynamiccoef� cientvariations
within the set de� ned in Sec. II.Currentlythis requirementis veri� ed
at 128 test caseswith prede� ned variationsin the aerodynamiccoef-
� cients. Hence it is of interest to � nd the correspondingworst-case
gain-and-phasemargin for each sensor and actuator channel for the
entire range of aerodynamic coef� cients. This involves a test of the
aerodynamic uncertainty parameters that achieves the worst com-
bined gain and phase margins. The combined analysis problem, to
� nd the worst-caseperturbation that minimizes the gain/phase mar-
gin, can be formulated with the addition of a feedback uncertainty
block to individual actuator and sensor channels, respectively.

Figure 7 represents the block diagram for the combined margin
analysisproblemfor the input aileron(da) channel.When the norm,
kTFw1 ! z1 k1 , is larger than 1, the system is guaranteed to achieve
a 6-dB gain and a 60-deg phase margin that can be calculated from
a graphical interpretationof gain and phase margin in terms of the
Nyquist locusplot.25;26 The H1 norm of TFw1 ! z1 de� nes the radius
of the circle around the ¡1 point in the Nyquist plot as a functionof
frequency,which does not intersectwith the loop gain of the system.
The minimum gain margin is calculatedfrom the intersectionof the
real axis and the norm circle centeredat the ¡1 point.The minimum

Fig. 7 The interconnection to calculate the gain and phase margins of
the input da channel, using feedback uncertainty. Crosses indicate a w1
input and z1 output.

phasemargin is calculatedfrom the intersectionof the circlede� ned
by theH1 normofTFw1 ! z1 and theunit circlecenteredat theorigin.
From the graphicalinterpretationshown in Fig. 8 the minimum gain
and phase margins can be written as follows:

G Mdecrease D 20 log10.Cr C 1/ (33)

G Mincrease D 20 log10[1=.1 ¡ Cr /] (34)

P M D 57:3 sin¡1

q£
4 ¡

¡
C2

r ¡ 2
¢2¤¯

4 (35)

where

Cr D 1=kTFw1 ! z1 k1 (36)

With the use of Eqs. (33–35); the minimum gain and phase
margin can be calculated in Table 1 from the calculated maxi-
mum kTFw1 ! z1 k1 for individual actuator and sensor channels,
respectively.

The same method of calculatingthe worst-case performance1wc

is used to calculate the worst-case combined margin perturbation
1wcgp:

1wcgp D
©
1 2 1: max

®®T Fw1 ! z1

®®
1

ª
(37)

The worst-casemargin perturbations1wcgp at the � ight conditionof
0.48 Mach and 29,000 ft altitude are shown in Table 2. The phase
and gain margins in Table 3 are calculated by using the standard
de� nitionof gain and phasemargin for each loop after the calculated

Table 1 Minimum gain and phase margins at the 0.48-Mach,
29,000-ft-altitude � ight condition

GM (dB)Loop Max
broken kTFw1 ! z1 k1 Decrease Increase PM (deg)

da 2.1 3.4 5.6 §28
dr 2.0 3.5 5.9 §29
Ny 1.2 5.2 14.6 §48
p 2.1 3.3 5.5 §27
r 2.0 3.5 6.0 §29
Á 1.4 4.8 11.6 §43

Table 2 Worst-case margin perturbation for each channel
at the 0.48-Mach, 29,000-ft-altitude � ight condition

Loop broken 1wcgp

da diag[¡1 ¡1 0.14 ¡1 ¡1 1 ¡1 1 0.36]
dr diag[¡1 ¡1 1.25 1 ¡1 1 ¡1 ¡1 ¡0.75]
Ny diag[ 1 ¡1 ¡0.75 1 ¡1 1 ¡1 ¡1 1.25]
p diag[¡1 ¡1 0.43 ¡1 ¡1 1 ¡1 1 0.75]
r diag[ 1 1 0.75 1 1 ¡1 1 1 ¡1.25]
Á diag[¡1 ¡1 ¡0.75 1 ¡1 1 ¡1 ¡1 ¡1.25]

Fig.8 Graphical interpretationof the gainand phasemargin.Cr repre-
sents the radius of a circle de� ned by z zz z TFw1 ! z1 z zz z 1 at the point ( ¡ 1, 0).
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Fig. 9 Nyquist plots for the nominal case and the worst-case margins. Points a and b represent gain increase margins and gain decrease margins in
Table 1. Point c represents the phase margin in Table 1. The worst gain and phase margins are represented by points e and d. The gain and phase
margins for the nominal case are represented by points g and f.

Table 3 Worst-case gain and phase margins calculated
at the 0.48-Mach, 29,000-ft-altitude � ight conditiona

Loop GM Frequency PM Frequency
broken (dB) (rad/s) (deg) (rad/s)

da 20.4 10.7 28 2.8
dr 8.9 11.1 31 1.8
Ny 14.9 1.1 93 0.1
p 25.2 11.2 29 2.7
r 7.4 11.1 43 5.4
Á 11.9 0.7 83 0.1

aWhen the worst-case margin perturbation for each channel is folded
into the LFT model.

perturbations1wcgp for each channel are folded into the X-38 LFT
model. Comparing the gain and phase margins in Tables 1 and 3,
one notices that the gain margins in Table 1 are similar to the gain
margins in Table 3 for Ny and Á, respectively. For da, dr , and
p channel, the phase margins in Table 1 are similar to those in
Table 3. The minimum gain and phase margin calculated in Table 1
from maximum kT Fw1 ! z1 k1 captures the worst-case margins in
Table 3. The Nyquist plots of nominal loop gain and the worst-case
margin loop gain for the r channel are shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9,
it is obviouswhy the margins in Table 1 are smaller than the margins
in Table 2. Calculation of the worst-case margin for all sensor and
actuatorchannelsat one � ight conditiontakes approximately80 min
on a 300-MHz PII machine running Linux.

VII. Conclusions
An X-38 LFT model of the linearized lateral-directional axis

of the X-38 state-space equations is developed in this paper. This
model is used to analyze the robustnessof the closed-loopsystem to
variations in the aerodynamic coef� cients. Robust stability and ro-
bust performanceof the X-38 lateral-directionalaxis are calculated.
Worst-case performance and worst-case margins are calculated for
the X-38 LFT model by bounding the levels of uncertainty to be of
size 1 while maximizing the H1 norm of the performance transfer
matrix.

The worst-case analysis results indicate that the closed-loopsys-
tem achieves the 4-dB and 20-deg gain and phase margin require-
ments for all possibleaerodynamicvariationsas de� ned by the aero-
dynamists at the 0.48-Mach, 29,000-ft � ight condition. The worst-
case performanceanalysis indicates that there is only a small degra-
dation in the performanceof the X-38 lateral-directionalaxis in the
presence of signi� cant aerodynamic variations.

Appendix: State-Space Equations
The equations of the lateral-directionalmotion are
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Each element of the state-space model is as follows:
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